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Agency. The book is a reference book
written by homeopathic therapists and
dedicated to the practical aspects of

homeopathy. It discusses various issues
related to the use of homeopathic remedies
for the diagnosis and treatment of various

diseases. Dictionaries and tables are given
as applications, making it easy to learn the

basic concepts and ideas about the
homeopathic method of treatment. The first

volume of the book is devoted to various
aspects of the practical application of the
homeopathic method in surgery. As you

know, doctors have to operate in all cases:
from malaria to cancer. Therefore, it would
be wrong to consider the operation in the
surgical department of the hospital as an
exclusively passive operation. No, in the

practice of a homeopathic doctor, an
operation carries an active principle if it is in
the nature of a passive treatment, that is, it
is considered as a continuation of treatment
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with the help of other means. Therefore, the
need to study the methods and techniques

of active surgical intervention on the
patient's body for the purpose of treatment is
the primary task of homeopaths. The book

will help the doctor to plan and carry out the
operation correctly, as well as to choose the
means for its implementation. At the end of
the book there are tables that serve as the

basis for planning and administering
homeopathic medicines for this or that

symptomatic therapy. In this book, medical
homeopath Mikhail Solomonovich Mandal

outlines the most important aspects of
homeopathy in pediatrics, in particular, talks
about self-treatment. He draws attention to

the need for a cautious and thoughtful
attitude to treatment, considers certain

issues that arise in the course of
homeopathic treatment of children. This

volume is intended for a homeoatrist who
treats children in hospitals. Chapter 2

introduces in detail some of the
pharmaceuticals used in pediatric practice.

Chapter 3 contains recipes for
anticonvulsants, laxatives, and potent drugs
used to treat children with various diseases.
Chapter 4 contains many practical tips and

reminders that can be used by the
homeopath in his work. CM. Mandal

"Homeopathic Pharmacology", 256 p. This
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homeopathic handbook is devoted to the
most important aspects of the healing

effects of homeopathy.It briefly outlines the
basic information necessary for

homeopathic practice, namely: the
properties of the substances that make up

homeopathic medicines, indications for use,
rules for taking and dosage, the principle of

complementarity. Gamolin I.
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